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68 botanical gazette [january 3i4, - journals.uchicago - professor bruce fink has been studying the
lichens of minnesota since i896, and the result has appeared in the form of a large bulletin from the u.s.
national museum.2 it is a notable contribution to the lichenology of north lichens of voyageurs national
park - conservancy.umn - collected in august, 1901 by bruce fink, a lichenologist at the university of
minnesota (wetmore, 1978). at that time fink was collecting i ichens in many the lichen collection of
depauw university assembled by ... - in 1927 she met bruce fink, the leading american lichenologist of the
time, and he encouraged her to collect this neglected group. dr. welch promised him she would indeed collect
lichens and although fink died unexpectedly a few months later, true to form she kept her word. throughout
her tenure at depauw university she persisted in sending specimens to experts for identification and ...
minnesota’s endangered flora and fauna - muse.jhu - lichens a final report of the plant group committee
submitted to the chair endangered species technical advisory committee minnesota department of natural
resources lichens and air quality in boundary waters canoe area of - in 1901 bruce fink collected lichens
at many localities in northern minnesota (fink, 1903) and some of his localities may have been within the
present bwca. during the past 15 years john walter thomson, 1913–2009 - researchgate - little more than
fink’s the lichen flora of the united states, nearing’s lichen book and publications on california lichens by hasse
and herre), he almost single-handedly resurrected the field ... current literature 67 - journals.uchicago lichens of minnesota professor bruce fink has been studying the lichens of minnesota since i896, ... new and
interesting lichens from ontario, canada - new and interesting lichens from ontario, canada r ...
minnesota, new york, ohio, pennsylvania, and wisconsin. major water bodies occurring in the province include:
hudson bay, georgian bay, lake ... the effects of rock climbing on the cliff flora of three ... - - bruce fink,
1898, speaking about interstate state park at taylor's falls introduction one of the few biological communities
that emerged undisturbed from the colonization of minnesota by europeans was the cliff habitat. beginning in
the mid 1900's, rock climbing resulted in the first real intrusions on these systems. during the past decade,
rock climbing has become more and more popular- a ... current status of lichen diversity in iowa - was
collected by bruce fink in 1880. bessey (1884) reported the occurrence of24 species oflichens in the central
portion of the state. fink (1895, 1897) reported a total of 226 lichen species found in the state based on
extensive collections, largely in northeast iowa. further additions to iowa's known lichen diversity were made
prior to 1940 (wolden, 1935). compilation of previous reports and ... 414 notes on recent literature. nphinelibrary.wiley - adopted by bruce fink^ and so lavishly and unduly praised hy the compiler in the
lichen exchange report of 1910, has been entirely neglected. lecanora has been rendered a less unwieldy •
british liehens, part i, by the rev. j. m. crombie, m.a., 1894. part ii, t)y annie lorrain smith, f.l.s., 19tl. pub-lished
by the british museum. » see new phytologist, vol. xi, no. 3, mareh, 1912." the ... asurvey orthe coancomus
pyrenoc'arpcbus ucamsorthe great ... - lichens made in the great lakes region which centers on michigan
including the area adjacent to the great lakes as shown in pl. 1. bruce fink collected on the western edge of the
area in iowa and minnesota, but he apparently had reached no final treatment of this group at the time of his
death. specimens were tentatively named pending a final decision and the same species was often found
under ...
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